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Resource director fired after
accusation of a racist remark
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr.
News Editor
Once again, accusations of
racism rock the Wright State
campus.
James R. Parry, 40, Director
of Human Resources, was
removed from his position last
month after being accused of
making a racial remark. Parry is
the University's chief personnel
officer.
The allP,ged incident took
place during a May 8, committee
meeting. After que tioning Karen
T wn end, coordinator of
WSU's Minority Scholars
Access and Achievement

"If Mr. Parry has problems with a
minority chairing a committee, I
shudder to think what his attitude
is about minorities serving in
positions of real power."

-Karen Townsend
Program, Parry, who is white,
supposedly said that he would not
be comfortable with a minority
serving a the Chairman of
P sition Classification Appeal
Committee.
According to an August 5,

WSUto
•
receive
funds for
Loop Road
State Senator Merle Grace Kearns
(R-S pringfield) announced the
release of funds to complete a second
segment of a southern most portion of
the Loop Road. This will interconnect
the main drive from Colonel Glenn
Highway to the Rock Road, and
provide for associated parking.
In addition, the funding will
provide for the installation of
approximately 500 linear feet of a 8 ft.
diameterculvertpipeandcatch basins
for storm water run-off and detention.
"The first Phase of this road
connected Main Road to Center Road
and incorporated a storm sewer
system to control surface flow. This
next phase will continue the road
across the south end of the campus,
thus greatly improving transportation
through the campus," Kearns stated.

Dayton Daily News report,
Townsend, who is black, sent a
letter of complaint to WSU
President Paige E. Mulhollan.
"Never before in my
professional career have I ever
had such a comment directed

Point of Interest...

toward me. And what is most
disturbing is that it came from the
(university's top personnel
officer). IfMr. Parry has problems
with a minority chairing a
committee, I shudder to think what
his attitude is about minorities
serving in positions ofreal power,"
said Townsend's letter.
The Dayton Daily News article
also quoted Parry 's attorney,
David Torchia of Cincinnati, as
saying that Parry will challenge his
dismissal through WSU' s
grievance procedures and is
"innocent of any wrongdoing."
"This entire matter is the result
see "Minority" on p ge 6
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Few students know about the Rockafleld cemetary. It Is located behlng the
Rockafield house and contains 45 graves from the past century. It Is a nice place to
stroll with a date or just to visit by yourself for contemplation. Afterwards take a
hike through the Biological reserve located behind the cemetary
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New computer systems of the 90s
Apple and IBM attempt to improve computing industry
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William Saunders
Spotlight Editor
The current giants of the computing world,
Microsoft and Intel, are being threatened by new
initiative et down by IBM and Apple Computer ,
Inc.
On July 3, 1991, IBM and Apple announced
their intent to combine the better aspects of each of
their products to create a new line of software
operating systems and computers.
"This has a potentially great impact on the
computer industry," said Verne Smith,
microcomputer analyst for WSU's Computing
Services. "It will also have a large impact on certain
companies like Microsoft and Intel. The goal is to be
less reliant on these companies," he said.
Currently the Microsoft operating system, MS
DOS, and the chips made by Intel are the most
dominantly used in the computer industry.
IBM and Apple outlined four points of intent for
their merger. The first of these is the creation of an
"open system software platform." Verne Smith
explained that an "open system platform" is a new
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"This has a potentially great impact on
the computer industry. It will also have a
large impact on certain companies like
Microsoft and Intel. The goal is to be less
reliant on these companies."

-Verne Smith
operating system that will allow existing and new programs from
both companies to work on the new line of computers. According
to Apple, the new operating system will also be easier to use and
to learn, making development of new programs an easier process.
The second intent is to expand Apple's Macintosh line to be
more powerful. This new expansion of the Macs will allow them
to use IBM's existing enterprise system, along with Apple's
current line of user-oriented productivity software.
Next on their list is the use of IBM's RS/6000 POWER

e · rthat
utilize three chip t execute the c mmand of the
computer' oftware. The newer POWER PC
y tern will place thi proce ing y tern into a
inglechjp. Smith pointed out that this combination
of the RS/6000 into a single chip will enhance the
current system, making it faster and more reliable.
Finally, IBM and Apple plan to market
"platform independent software environments."
Translated, this simply means that they will sell
their new operating system to other computer
companies, giving them a choice between
Microsoft and the new system. By doing so, they
hope to stimulate the industry development of this
new technology.
"This is a long term project," Smith pointed out.
"We won't see any results from this project for two
or three years. If everything falls into place, these
systems will be fully implemented by the end of the
1990s."

WSU professor speaks
out on Ohio economy
Robert Premus, professor of
economics at Wright State University,
reports that since the state has been unable
to provide enough jobs for its workers,
Ohio's economic performance has been
below expectations and probably will
continue that way.
"If the Ohio economy was able to
grow in terms of job creation at the
national rate from 1960 to the present,
today we would have 1.5 million more
jobs for Ohioans," said Premus.
·He believes a strong work force will
enhance the state's economic condition.
"To a large degree, Ohio's future
economic performance will be
conditioned by what happens in the
national economy. The short-run problem
is to anticipate future cyclical changes in
Ohio's economy," he said. "Ohio's
economic performance has been a major
disappointment when compared to
economic growth in the nation. A loss of
comparative cost advantages and a
shrinking market share were identified as
the primary causes of Ohio's long-term
economic decline. Ohio's policy
response to the problem of long-term
secular stagnation was found to be largely
misdirected toward attempting to correct
problems of low capital formation
through the offering of sundry financial

Students should expect tuition increase
in the 1992-93 school year

file photo

William Saunders
Spotlight Editor

Dr. Robert Premus, WSU professor
of economics

inducements to industry. It was suggested
that a strategy that focuses on human capital
resources would be a more effective
approach to economic development. A
significant improvement in labor market

A new two-year $27.2 billion budget
was approved by the Ohio Legislature July
10. The new budget allowed $1.23 billion
for state universities in the first year, and
$1.29 billion for the second, out of a total
of$3.6 billion that was allocated for higher
education in general.
Limits on tuition increases were set at
a maximum of a 9 percent increase for
fiscal 1992 and a 7 percent for fiscal 1993.
Originally those numbers had been set at 7
percent for 1992 and 4 percent for 1993,
but were increased due to the small budget
given by the state and as a compromise for
the state universities who wanted no limit
placed on tuitions.
"Imagine what tuition increases would
have looked like without any cap (limit) in
placed by the General Assembly,"
responded Representative Patrick
Sweeney in answer to critics of the limits
placed. The bill now stands before

see "Economy" on page 6
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tuition will increase."

-Lou Falkner
Governor Voinovich for approval.
Students of the 1991-92 year at Wright
State will be unaffected by these actions, but
students should be prepared for a rate
increase in the fall of 1992, according to
registrar Lou Faulkner. "Everything in the
past would indicate that tuition wjll
increase," he stated.
Faulkner remarked that he couldn't
remember a time when Wright State didn't
enter a new year without an increase. It is not
known at this time how big an increase
would be.
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WSU prof helps a crisis stricken Ethiopia
Dr. Wood extends a helping hand to the people of Ethiopia
~oto courtesy of University
eommunlcatlons

"Along the way, she discovered a baby nursing her dead
mother. The woman, Abebach Gobena, returned home
with the baby and 19 other orphaned children. Within a
few months, she was sheltering more than 300 children."
-Dr. Timothy Wood

Timothy Wood, associate professor of
glcal sciences, has been making trips to
pla since 1983.

e

In America, we've seen pictures of
starving Ethiopian children with
bloated stomachs and flies swarming
around their eyes. Though there is
much suffering in Ethiopia, the
country does have an optimistic
future. One Wright State professor
has much hope for the troubled
country.
Timothy Wood, Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Biological Sciences at
Wright State University, has been
making trips to Ethiopia to be part of
its fuelwood management programs,
funded by World Bank, since 1983.
He has watched the country handle
political,
economic
and

environmental turmoil and has
confidence in the country's ability
to recover.
"Photographers land in
Ethiopia and dash for the nearest
refugee camps for pictures," Wood
said. "What they show is not
necessarily the way it is
everywhere."
During his trips, Wood studies
new ways of conserving energy
within the country. "About half of
the world's population absolutely
depends on wood for fuel," Wood
said. In Africa, that accounts for
much deforestation.
Wood is helping local people

SU Bookstore to be
oder new ownership

ast Barnes & Noble Bookstore Co. are

new owners of the Bookstore
William Saunders
~potlight Editor
~r

On July 1, the University
kstore became the property of
Barnes & Noble Bookstore
ompany. The leasing of the
kstore is the first step in the
tion of the planned Student
rvices Complex, which is to be
mpleted in the old gym by
mber, 1993.
John Cwan, assistant vice
esident for student auxiliary
·ces explains the reason for the
ing of the bookstore. "The
nversion of the gym to the
ludent Services Complex will
t about $8.2 million dollars.

William Saunders
Spotlight Editor

Barnes & Noble must purchase the
bookstore's inventory. This will
provide additional income for the
university." He further points out
that Barnes & Noble will also be
responsible for the supplies used to
build the new bookstore.
"Service will remain the same
or improve," Cwan notes.
Most importantly to students,
Barnes & Noble's acquisition will
not raise the price of the books
sold. "The prices will be exactly
the same as they are now. Barnes &

The dog days of swnmer are here, bringing with
them high temperatures, humidity, sun-burnt noses,
and high energy bills.
On July 22, Dayton Power and Light reported a
new record peak usage of 2.7 million kilowatts as
Dayton-area residents fought to beat the 95 degree
temperatures. This topped the old record of 2.6
million kilowatts set in September, 1990.
"All of our generating units, including the
Zimmer station, are available and being fully
utilized," said DP&L vice-president Ted Santo. He
stated that if the Zimmer station had not been
available, DP&L would have had to purchase
electricity from other utilities.
The high use of power means that Dayton
residents will find large electric bills in their

see "Books" on page 6

see "DP&L" on page 6

develop cooking systems that are
more fuel efficient than the
traditional open fire. "For much of
the Ethiopian population, the staple
food is not a pot porridge, but a huge
thin sourdough pancake, called
injera, cooked on an enormous clay
platter over a fire," he said. "The
stove radiates a large amount of
heat--mostly wasted energy."
Along with co-workers from
Ethiopia, Wood has devised
methods of evaluating the
efficiency of various injera stoves
while giving the government an
see "Woods" on page 6
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Dayton Daily columnist must have Da
oar 1an had the "hood" over his eyes
GThed.
wsi
Wrtpt State 11 Stlld•t NeW9pllp9"

The Guardian is an independent
n w paper printed weekly during the
r gular h ol year and m nthly during
th ummcr. The newspaper is publi hed
y rudcnts of Wright State University
and printed on recycled paper. Offices
are 1 cated at 046 University Center,
Wnght State University, Dayton. Ohio
45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a
majonty of the editorial board (editors
and assistant editors). Editorials with
bylines reflect the opinion of the writer.
Views expressed in colunms and
cartoons are those of the writers and
artists.
©1991 The Guardian
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Kevin A. Kearney
Editor-In-Chief
Cal Thoma , columni t for the
recently
attacked young, black filmmakers
(July 17, 'Hoods in the 'hood"),
calling them "as exploitive as their
white counterparts."
He even went as far as to say that
John Singleton s "Boyz the Hood"
and other such films "are adding fuel
to the social fires that have cons urned
so many black lives on our treets."
Horse dung.
There is a large difference
between exploiting omeone' s
problems and exposing them.
What Singleton and company
have managed to do i to bring ome
of the problems of their own
communities out into the open,

Dayton Daily News

rather than ignore or
even glam rize th m,
a
o many whit
filmmaker
have
done.
Contrary to what
Thomas suggests,
"Boyz N the _Hood"
does not give "those
who
view
it
permi sion to emulate
what they see on the
screen." The real
problem with the film
is that the "social fires" have moved
from the street
into the
neighborhood theaters of heltered
people like Cal Thoma .
Thoma refer to the treet of the
black community as ' our street ,''
but hedoesn 't eem to realize that the
violence that accompanied the

BOY TALK ABOUT REALISM,
IT \JA5 LIKE PEOPLE
\JERE ACTUALLY
SHOOTING IN THE

THEATERI

opening of the movie goe on every
day in ome oth r neighborh od.
Too bad Thoma didn't catch the
real m age of the film: We 're all
boy in one big neighborho d nd if
we continue to ~gnore the problem
down the treet we're going to get
burnt.

Drunk driving ... everyone's concern
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ADVISERS
JEFF JOHN Faculty Adviser
KARYN CAMPBELL Media Coordinator

ADVERTISI G POLICY
The Guardian reserve the right to
censor, reject or disapprove of any
advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance
rules established by The Guardian.
Appearance of advertising in The
Guardian should not be used to infer the
staff supports or condones the use of any
products or services mentioned therein.

LETTER POLICY
• Letters should have the writer's
signature, printed full name, daytime
telephone number arid class standing if
applicable.
• Letters should be under 400 words in
length. The Guardian reserves the right to
condense letters.
•The Guardian wishes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which
duplicate other letters are avoided.
• Letters that are libelous or offensive will
be rejected. Letters which request money
from readers will be rejected.
•When responding to another writer's
letter, refer to the date and headline.
•The Guardian reserves the right to reject
letters dealing with theological arguments
or letters which make allegations that
cannot be proven.
• Letters should be addressed to:
The Guardian -Letters
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton. Ohio 45435

Merle Grace Kearn

maximumof$10,000,60day to one
year in jail, license su pen ion of
Drunk driving is a problem that all three year to life and participation in
Ohioan deal with on a constant a drug/alcohol treatment program.
basis. Even if you are a person who Even with increased penalties, in
adheres to the rule 'Don't drink and 1990 142,376 drivers were arrested
drive," you still have to worry about for driving under the influence
those who don't follow the edict.
(DUI), but only 73,000 offenders
In recent years, the Ohio were convicted. Even more
Legislature and special interest devastating, in 1990, 623 people
groups have taken numerous were killed in alcohol-related
measures to address the problem by crashes.
heightening public awareness
Senate Bill 205, recently
through education programs and by introduced in the Ohio Senate,
strengthening penalties.
would increases the penalties for
Yet, between the years of 1981 second, third and fourth time
and 1991 there have been 103,951 offenders of drunk driving. The bill
convicted cases of repeat drunk proposal requires for:
driving offenses. Of that figure there
•Second time offenders - the
have been 8,357 cases of people with impoundment of the license plate
five or more drunk driving offenses. and certificate of registration for
Major reform legislation, three months, regardless of who
initiated a year ago, sets minimum owns the vehicle;
and maximum penalties for first,
•Third time offenders - adds to
second, third and fourth time the above, the immobilization of the
offenders. A fourth time offender vehicle by locking in with a "Denver
receives a fine of at least $750 .to a Boot" for six months. A "Denver

Boot" lock on a vehicle and
prevents it from being mobilized;
•Fourth and ub equent offenders
- the vehicle w uld be conti\cated
and sold at a public auction with
pr ceeds applied to the costs and the
balance deposited to the reparation
fund.
Many people are outraged by the
number of habitual drunk drivers
that are still on the roads threatening
the lives of motorists. Citizen.-, both
at government levels and within the
communities of Ohio, have put forth
extensive effort over the pa t
several years to focus on drunk
driving as an issue.
This legislation will not only deal
with the offenders, but it will
hopefully encourage family and
friends to think twice before letting a
habitual drunk driver use th eir
vehicle.
Merle Grace Kearns is state

senator for the JOthDistrictofOhio,
including Greene and Clark
Counties.
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ve Darrell Robertson's spirit lives through friends
WSU student rose above his "average academics" outside the classroom
To th

dit r:

I li ked wh at Brend a Kampf in
"Robert on more than average"
(July 18) aid about Darrell
Robertson though she wa slightly
incorrect. As Darrell's girlfriend/
fiancee I admit that academically
Darrell was an average student and

''Darrell had dreams, plans and
responsibilities that other men wouldn't dare
to take on. There was never a time or place
where he would not help someone no matter
what else he may have had to do. ' '
_ Katherine G. Louis
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classes (physics, chem., etc.) to get
those grades. It's just that "average"
doesn't begin to describe him
r onall , as Brenda and all those
who knew him know.
I have never talked to a person
who knew him or even met him for
five seconds, whodidn 't like him. He
was a dedicated, hMd working,
caring, smart and ambitious man. He
easily captured my heart and the
regard of my relative and friends.
Darrell had dreams, plans and

responsibilities that other men
wouldn't dare to take on. There was
never a time or place where he would
not help someone no matter what
else he may have had to do. He felt so
strongly about it that just moths
before his death he decided to
possibly change his cMeer to
teaching computer science and math.
There was never a problem that
didn't have several solutions and
never enough he could do for others.

His father died when he was little and
his mother was diagnosed with
cancer last January, yet he never let it
stop him from doing his best to cope
with school while standing by his
family. He went to church and never
smoked, gotdrunkorranaround. We
can all learn something about the
kind of person human beings were
meant to be from him.
His spirit lives through those who
knew him and I. There will never be

our hou e together with the karate
(for him)/aerobic studio out back.
There will never be the warmth of his
arms around me again or our
children, but there will always be the
warmth of his love and influence on
those around him. I thank the Lord
that I had almost two yeMs with him.
Through my pain I would like to
leave others with this message:
Love is precious and Darrell and I
knew that. Even if we were angry at
each other sometimes we never
parted without the "I love you," an
assurance that no matter what the
next day would bring, ~ could
handle it. Be strong enough to say to
your loved ones "I love you" every
day because you never know what
tomorrow may bring.
Katherine G. Louis
WSU alumni

Thomas is not "without a doubt, the man for the job"
To the editor:
It is rare, although not unheard of,
that I agree with something written in
an opinion column by news editor
Thomas J. Lucente, Jr. I couldn't
agree more, however, with his
assertion that experimental use of
marijuana is no reason to disqualify a
candidate for a position on the
Supreme Court (July 18, "Clarence
Thomas should be new court
justice").
Unfortunately, this point is where
my concurrence with the news editor
on this issue ends. Once again, Mr.
Lucente takes the opportunity to
harangue liberal politicians, using
such catchy phrases as "quota
system," and "legislate from the
bench," without offering sound
reasoning as to why Judge Thomas,
with only one year of experience on
the appellate bench, is, "without a

''Why does Mr. Thomas
feel that he should
benefit from
affirmative action, but
that other African•

? ''

Americans should not·
- Chris Walker
doubt, the man for the job."
I look with incredulity upon the
columnist's implication that
conservative justices Me less likely
to use their power to advance their
party's interests than are liberal
justices. After all, the "gag order"
recently imposed upon federally
funded family planning clinics by
the Reaganbush court all but ignores
the constitutional guarantee of
freedom of speech. If that isn't

"legislating from the bench", I don't
know what is.
It is amusing to me that Mr.
Lucente would attack Jesse Jackson
for offering an " unsolicited view" of
Judge Thomas. Who solicited Mr.
Lucente's view? The suggestion
(facetious, I hope) that Mr. Jackson
be prohibited from offering his
opinion illustrates the attitude that,
"You have freedom of speech as long
as you agree with me." I would hope
that most Americans consider that an
unacceptable interpretation of the
First Amendment.
Instead of answering Mr.
Jackson's charges that Judge
Thomas failed to accept programs
and practices which advanced his
career, the news editor chose to spout
off more Republican Party dogma
about "quotas." Mr. Thomas did, in
fact, get into Yale Law School via an
affirmative action program. And

President Bush's assertion that Mr.
Thomas' race had nothing to do with
his nomination is downright
insulting. Why does Mr. Thomas
feel that he should benefit from
affirmative action, but that other
African-Americans should not?
Finally, I cannot fathom the
dismantling our system of checks
and balances by removing senate
confirmation from the judicial
appointment process. This gross
aberration of our concept of limited
government would be detrimental to
the interests of all Americans. If by
"ruling on the constitutionality of
law," Mr. Lucente means further
eroding personal freedoms and
strengthening the power of the
conservative elite, I suggest he take
some classes in civil liberties while
here at Wright State.
Chris Walker
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"If the Ohio economy
was able to grow in
terms of job creation at
the national rate from
1960 to the present,
today we would have
1.5 million more job
for Ohioans."
-Dr. Robert Premus

Island~

He wa electrocuted while trying to
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ··sa.ve tWo others who had fallen into thebeer
skills would provide the entrepreneurial
and managerial talent to help Ohio's
businesses grow. It would raise overall
productivity and help attract high-paying
jobs in both the goods and the non-goods
producing sectors. Finally, by better
equipping Ohio' workers with technical
skills, a human resources-centered
economic development strategy would
give Ohio's bu iness an advantage over
their competitor in re ponding to new
technological opportunities."
Te t1fying recently before a joint
meeting of the House and Senate
Economic Development Committees,
Premus wa one of three univer ity
cconomi ts from the tate' economic
re earch committee a kcd to ·hare their
view on Ohio' economic future.

gardenpond.Apumpinthepondwasfound

.to ~ the source of the shock that killed the
two victims and injured Timothy Binning,
the first person to entet the pond.
'If the pump bad bad acircuit breaker, it
·wouldn t bave been working ru the time of

the · accklen4 '· said· William Murphy,
area director. · .
. .·. Kings I land haS agreed to pay the fine,l
and is jnspecting imilat electri al yst.ems

.. OSHA~

around the park. The amount of the fine i a
ystemi lf. andnot
1 on whether a person was injured or killed.
~
According to the Dayton D~ly
n<f faws.uitS have been filed agam:t Kingsl
· tsJand by the families of the victims, t.h-Oughl
it i n<>L known whether a Jaw uit is being!

I ~donthedefective

e:,

contempla~~.:_:._ .·.. ·-=.·. :··.=·~~----
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continued from page 3

Mr. Parry."
According to the Dayton Daily
News, Townsend has filed a
discrimination complaint with the
Ohio Civil Rights Commission
against Wright State.
Torchia says that Parry is
confident he will be vindicated but
said that the accusation has already
do!1e irreparable damage to his
career and reputation.
This is not the first incidence of
racism at Wright State. Over the
last two years the school has seen
the distribution of racist literature,
racist graffiti and formal
complaints
of
improper
employment practices concerning
minorities.
To combat the continuing
problems of racism, WSU will hire
an associate vice president for
minority affairs. The university
has also set up a Campus Civility
Committee who is charged to look
into how racism complaints are
handled.
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Tum off lights and appliances when not in use.
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As soon as cooking is complete, tum off the appliance.
A void preheating ovens longer that necessary.
Tum Qff exhaust fan when cooking is finished.
Run dishwasher only when full.
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Gigantic wing provided
some needed shade for
air show spectators.

>eing

Dayton Air Show proves hot time for all

6d

William Saunders
Spotlight Editor

Roasting under a hot sun, the
1991 Dayton Airshow provided
thrills and entertainment for the
;thousands of spectators who'd
!come to see the second largest
'airshow in the world. Ninety-six
I
degree temperatures and a clear
isky Sunday provided excellent
flying weather and good viewing
l·conditions.
The few clouds that
floated by were put to good use by
the showplanes who seemed to get
their kicks flying into them and
sneak out in a different direction
than anticipated.
, the
The show began officially at
11 :00 with the _d ropping of
.and paratroopers of the 82ndAifborne
divisi6n. One of th.~ paratroopers
displayed the·American flag, and
lhefoudspeakers played the Star
Spangled Banner as the trooper
0 be
lofted to earth. Biplanes belonging
to the Red Baron Squadron circle
ardu.nd the paratroopers, encasing
tl.iem in a barrei" of smoke.
1

After the paratroopers landed
and the air was clear, the replica
of the Wright "B" Flyer lumbered
into the sky, lazily passing over
the airfield. Most of the crowd
below took that time to seek shade
under the larger aircraft or
wander about looking at the
impressive displays.
The silence was broken at
12:45 as Tora Tora Tora began. In
a recreation of the 1941 attack on
Pearl Harbor, the Confederate Air
Force took to the skies in replica
Japanese fighter planes.
Explosions on the ground and
blanks fired from the planes was
quite a feast for the eyes and ears.
Following the recreated
attack, the area became solemn as
a glider sailed past, and thoughts
turned to food as the delidous·
odors froin hundreds .ofvendorS '
enticed air around them with the
aroma of everything from hot
dogs to barbequed ribs. While · .· ,.•"·""''™"~ -.;;.;...
eating, the crowd glimpsed an. '

Photo by Jay Murdock special to the
Guardian
·

Tribute to
heroes of
Desert Storm
and past wars
theme of air
show
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Artist seeks utopia through art
Veronica James
Guest Writer
When I walked through Terra
Omni's gallery and came face-to
face with a tree branch that was
covered with what looked to be
hoestring , I immediately wanted
to l av . A tree branch? Thi art
xh ibit w· going to be worse than
I thought.
I felt a th ugh my innermo t
u picion of all arti were about
to be confinned: he would be a
phony, obnoxiou per on who
thought she kn wit all.I looked at
the tree branch, took a deep breath,
and hoped that I could keep my
eyes from rolling to the back of my
head while talking to her. What I
got instead surprised me.
Omni was down to earth,
thoughtful, sincere and very
creative. I liked her. I soon came to
understand that every piece of
artwork had an awful lot of

question enthusiastically. She was,
as her mother had said she would
be, quite into her artwork and what
it means to her.
"My artwork is a celebration of
who I am," Omni said. ''This is
whatllivefor - tocreate.lt'sal o
an affirmation of who I am , of who
we all are. I do it because I love it.
Although, I am plea ed that other
buy my work. It' a recognition
and acknowledgement of my
ance try. I think my artwork h Ip
bring people back to the natural
world."

meaning to it, and Omni took great
pride in di playing it.
Dressed in a long slip from the
1920s and a leather top that she' d
made herself, Omni an wered each

Omni ha a very positive
attitude about her work. Each piece
of jewelry or sculpture that is
created has a special meaning to
her.
"All of my work is original.
Everything is signed and dated,"
she continues. "Yes, they do have
special meanings to me, but more
importantly is how the person who
buys it interprets it. I like to know
how they feel about my work. I like
to talk to people about their
feelings and how they interpret my
work."
Omni began creating at the age

of five. She has been in the art
business professionally for the last
eight to nine years. At 36, her
success is booming. Her work is
di played in various art galleries
including some in Kansas, San
Diego, Reynard's in Yellow
Spring , Turtle Creek Gallery in
Lebanon and Briani and Mioto in
Mt. Adam of Cincinnati.
In previou interview Omni
h been de cribed as a "vi ionary
arti t."
"According to the dictionary,
"Omni points out," a vi ionary
artist i one who is purely idealistic
or speculative; utopian; given to or
characterized by imagining or
dreaming. I guess that's true
• •
"l:
because I am str1vmg to represent a ~
world where there' s more balance~
and peace and where people~
celebrate what they have in~
common instead of what is;
different about us. One of the~
u
definitions in the dictionary was
utopia. It's not your things on my
mind - it's our thing ."
Omni, who is very humble
about her work, speak with great
ee "Omni" on page 14
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The work of artist Terra Omni is on display at
Reynards in Yellow Springs

Art therapy students receive on-the-jo
training through CHAP Program
Cindy Homer
Special to the
Guardian
"Children Have A Potential"
and Wright State's Art Therapy
Program in the Department of
Human Services has been there to
bring it out
The art therapy program and
the Children Have A Potential
(CHAP) program at Kittyhawk
Lodge at Wright Patterson Air
Force Base recently completed
their 25th year of working together
serving as a camp for military
children who have physical or
mental disabilities.
The 23 campers that showed up
were aided by 31 volunteer
teenagers and interested Wright
Patterson Airmen volunteers from
June 17 to July 12. The children
were there with the art therapists
Monday through Thursday and
then on Fridays were taken on field
trips to learn new experiences.

"The therapists are doing things
with these children that a
classroom wishes it could do at
school." -Mary Jane Karns
Each child had some type of
disability, from severe cerebral
palsy to being a wheelchair child.
The children ranged in ages from 4
to 18 years.
The art therapists worked with
the children each day on projects
that usually reflected the field trips
that the children had taken or were
going to talce. The art therapy
program encourages disabled
children to communicate through

the arts.
The children took trips to the
Dayton Art Museum, Bass Lake, a
local farm and a fire station. They
went swimming, bowling and
boating and made pizza at
Dominos.
''The therapists reinforced the
trips that we took on Fridays," said
Mary Jane Karns the camp's
director and a teacher of special
children in the Dayton Public

School System. "We went to Bass
Lake so the children came back
and made fish. They did collages of
farm animals because we visited a
farm and they worked on a mosaic.
"The kids really learn to
express themselves," Karns
continued. "The therapists really
geared the activities towards them.
There was more fear in these kids
than frustration. They are afraid of
things they've never experienced
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clas room wishes it could do at loog W2
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Karns, of Kettering , but
originally from Michigan is in her
first year as the camp's director.
She took it as a summer job.
"I originally wanted to teach
blind children," she said. "After I
started working with special
children, I loved it. I just get
pleasure out of doing it. I've given
them the opportunity to do
something that they have a right to
do."
Karns said that it's the
volunteers and the therapists that
make this program work.
"It's one on one with the
children and all the extra people,"
she said. "It couldn't work without
them. The feeling you get when
you help a disabled person do
something reinforces your self
image. It's really special to them."
see "Chap" on page 14
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ow to get ahead with all luck and no skill
William Saunders
Spotlight Editor
Assuming that Wright State
are the alert readers I
believe them to be, I'm sure that it
baS been discovered that I am
sporting a new title on my byline.
Just last i ue, I held the tatu of
"staff writer." Now, I tand before
you as "Spotlight Edi r." Plc e
nore how thi title i mu h longer
than the other and how the u e of
capital letters makes it much more
neat looking.
This is my first outing a any
type of editor, unless you count
the few times that I actually
looked over my English term
j)'apers. I have been given many
unique responsibilities and the
chance to actually do something
~udents

that falls into line with what I'm
studying to be, rather than selling
electronic parts at Radio Shack.
Many of my friends and family
are happy to ee that I've actually
made some progres
after
pending even years at Wright
State. Most had their doubts about
me after my four-year long stretch
a sophomore. My parent are
e pccially happy that I've gotten
another job, and they hope that
their bank account will be in the
black by the end of this century.
Along with this job, there are
several perks and just as many
drawbacks, life being the give and
take situation that it is. The first
perk is that I've got a desk. I'm not
trying to make those of you that
don't have a desk feel bad, but this
i the first time in my life that I've

had the opportunity to say to
someone "leave it on my desk" and
actually mean it After graduation,
I'll probably never see another
desk that I can call mine, unless
janitor at the Dayton Daily News
have them.
The drawback to having a de k
is that there's alway omething
itting on it waiting to be done
every morning. Al o, de ks have
the ability to eat important paper
and not give them back until long
after they are needed.
Another perk is that I have tons
of books and records coming to me
to review. As an avid reader, this is
a blessing. Almost. Most of the
books that come in are science
fiction and wizards and warriors
type books. These are fine, but I
know that companies are stretching

their limits when the latest book
I've received is called "Surfing
Samurai Robots." (I'm not
joking.)
The music is mainly composed
of alternative or heavy metal.
These, with apologies to WWSU,
tend to grate on my nerves like
fingernails on a chalkboard, and
usually have about the same tonal
quality. Thi is only my opinion,
mind you. I'm not knocking
anyone that listens to this stuff.
For that matter, I'd like to have
someone come in and review
them. Contact me at extension
3736 and I'll gladly offer anyone
the chance to give their opinion on
an album and have it printed here
for all to see. Here's your chance!
Don't delay - call now!
To continue, another perk that

I have to comment on is that I'm
surrounded by people who like to
have fun. If I'd known how much
fun it can be to work at WSU, I'd
have gotten involved years ago.
The only drawback is that, even
though they have fun, they still
expect my best work and nothing
les . The problem here is that I
compo ed my best work in the
second grade when I wrote "d 
doo" on the chalkboard and got
everyone in the class to laugh.
All in all, I am happy to have
this job, and I thank the editor-in
chief for his fine judgement and
infinite wisdom (brownie points)
for offering me this position, and I
hope to prove myself worthy of
this job and to bring WSU the
quality it deserves from its
newspaper.

Ohio State Fair is the largest in the world
Press Release
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The Ohio State Fair i
recognized as the world's largest
bythe International As ociation of
FairsandExpo itions,soitreally is
!he place to be this summer. It
oolds a variety of activities for
everyo ne, from international
ahibits and foods to prize winning
livestock
and
big-name
entertainment.
The Ohio State Fair has come a
!mg way during 138 years. From
i~ original 115 acre tract of land,
~e fai rground has more than

tripled in size and now stretches
across 360acres. In 1849, between
25,000 and 30,000 people
attended. Last year, it was reported
that 3.4 million people came to the
Ohio State Fair!
In addition to old favorites, thi
year will find many new and
exciting attractions at the fair.
Alligator wrestling will be held
three times a day, north of the
Department of Natural Resources.
A 1930 V -16 Cadillac once owned
by Chicago gangster Al Capone,
featuring bulletproof glass, smoke
screen, and compartments for
dropping nails into the path of
pursuing vehicles.

Celebrate the Voyages of
Columbus: this new exhibit will
help kick-off the
500th
anniversary celebration of
Christopher Columbus' first tran 
Atlantic voyage. The 30,000
square foot exhibit will walk
guests through the streets of Spain
with live entertainment, an
authentic Spanish restaurant, a
full-sized windmill and a 30-foot
statue of Christopher Columbus.
As is commonly known, the
Ohio State Fair is also popular for
its big-name entertainment. This
year, the shows will be held at the
air-conditioned Celeste Center, a
newly constructed building with a

seating caoacitv of 12.000. This
year, entrance to the grandstand
shows is not included in the ticket
price. An additional $3.00 must be
paid to see popular entertainers.
Two new attractions have been
added to this year's horse show
schedule. First, an exhibition of the
troika hitch by Russian Orlov
horses will take place August 8
through 11 at 6:20 pm in the
coliseum. The troika hitch, used to
carry Russian royalty and czars is a
unique glance at Russian heritage.
Second, at 6:00 pm of Friday,
August 9, the National Reining
Horse Association will be
sponsoring a reining demonstration

in the coliseum. Freestyle reining
will also be demonstrated.
The 138th Ohio State Fair runs
from August l to the 18 this year
and gates are open daily at the
fairground in Columbus from 9:00
am to 11:00 pm. Admission is
$6.00 for adults, $2.00 for senior
citizens and Golden Buckeye
cardholders. The charges for
children will be $4.00 for ages 3 to
5 while children under two are free.
The price of a ticket includes all
Kroger midway rides. Tickets are
available at participating Kroger
stores. For more information about
this years Ohio· State Fair, call 1
800-BUCKEYE.
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Karri O'Reilly, Jr., Film - I
went to Kings Island last year
and a bird pooped on my head
and they wouldn't even give me
a towel to wipe off my hair, I
had to try and clean it with those
cheap brown towels. So, hell yes
they should pay ...

Ed Reynolds, Accounting/
Finance -I do not believe they
should pay restitution because
the guards were just trying to
be helpful. The girl should
never have been able to get on
the ride ...

Victor ia Todd, Jr., Nursing
-I believe they should pay for
restitution because they
contributed to the intoxication of
the woman who died... and they
had faulty wiring in the pond.

Jody Kent, Jr., International
Studies -Kings Island shoul d
defintely pay restitution. They
are responsible fo r those on their
premises-- period.

"Cold Shocks" puts the chill into summer
William Saunders
Spotlight Editor

I(

Winter is still months away, but the chill
is already here, and it's coming in with a
fury. "Cold Shocks," a collection of 16 "icy
tales of terror" by masters of the horror story
has arrived to freeze your blood and cause
shakeson thewarmestsummerday.
"Cold Shocks," edited by Tim Sullivan,
is a wonderful collection of horror stories all
sharing the theme of snow covered terrain
and the idea that winter isn't all still and
quiet

180 MINUTES FOR $25
10 SESSIONS FOR $30
WE NOW HAVE
TONING MACHINES

$3.00 ASESSION
Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and WPAFB

Cs/1879-7303

The first story, Gary Brandner' s "Ice
Children," sets the pace right away. Artie
explorers find the remains of fourty-year old
camp and a frozen hand belonging to the
camp's former leader. Speculation by the
group on how the former expedition
vanished leads to fear and death.
"Ice Children" sets the reader up for the
next story, "First Kill." Author Chet
Williamson tells the story of an
enviromentalist seeking to take revenge on
deer hunters for the deer's sake he decides to
hunt the hunters in orderto create a legend to
scare others from hunting, and winds up

AUGUST

9& 10

KARRY

finding out his plan had a single deadly flaw.
Among the more interesting stories is
one by Dean Wesley Smith called "The
Christmas E cape". This story doe n' t fail
into the vein of horror that most of the other
do. It stands alone as a bittersweet story of a
ghost in a nursing home and the efforts of a
resident to set the ghost, s spirit free so that it
may go on to eternity. The stereotypical
ghost story this isn't. It's eight pages are full
of touches that display fine characterization
and some of the better human qualities.
The remainder of the book seems to
falter for a bit until Gregory Faust's story

AUGUST
16 & 17

"The Bus", in which a street urchin meets
with destiny aboard a large bus that uses a
unique fuel. Al o guaranteed to chill are the
stories "St. Jackaclaw "by A.R. Morlan and
Noncy Holder's "Bring Me the Head of
Timothy Leary."
The overall collection is quite satisfying.
Anyone who likes a good scare and to read
well written stories will e njoy this book.
If the heat gets too much, grab a copy of
"Cold Shocks", curl up in a fa vorite chair,
and after a while feel the chill of winter creep
inside, and don ' t be too surprised if the
furnace kicks on.
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ings fly into the playoffs on new strength
Or is it jus't the shoes?
John Stekli
Staff

The Wings' Troy Lewis warms up before a recent game while his
shoes go incognito.

The Dayton Wings clinched a spot in the
World Ba ketball League playoffs with a
108-96 victory over the Memphis Rockers on
July 31. The Wings have certainly come a
long way from where they began the season.
In its season opener the team was
embarrassed by the Florida Jades 122-100 in
front of 7, 187 eager basketball fans in the
Nutter Center. Two weeks later, the Wings
had struggled to a 3-5 record and were in
fourth place in the Southern Division.
But by that time, the Wings had started to
improve. The Wings had already added Troy
Lewis and Jaren Jackson to the team and
would soon add Joe Ward and Eddie Hughes.
After splitting two games with Florida last
week, lo ing 117-106 at Boca Raton on
Augu t 1 and winning 137-103 at the Nutter
Center on August 3, the Wing tand at 31-10,
the best record in the WBL. The magic
number for the Wings to clinch the Southern
Division title is just two games.
•Is it the shoes? TV AS is the official shoe
of the WBL, but it is not a favorite of the
Dayton Wings. Only one of the Wings'
players, Albert Springs, actually wears the
TV AS' shoes on the court. The other players
wear a variety of brands on the court, but have
to cover the shoes logos with athletic tape.
When the Wings play in a game that is
televised by SportsChannel America, the
players have to attach TV AS World

"The shoes don't
make any
difference."
-Albert Springs
Basketball League logo to their shoes.
When asked about his shoe preference,
Springs said, "The hoes don't make any
difference."
•The WBL' s 1991 playoff format was
recently announced. The top three teams from
each of the two divisions will play in the post
season. The second-place team will host the
third-place team in each division in a best-of
three-game series while the first-place team
receives a bye. The first-place teams will then
play the winners of the first round in a best-of
three series, with all three games played at the
first-place team's home site. The winners will
then meet in the best-of-five WBL Finals, with
the team which has the best record hosting three
of the games.

ould you believe all of these people are be for real?
I had no intention of writing this article
til I opened Tuesday's edition of the USA
Oday and staring me in the face was
incinnati Reds relief pitcher Rob Dibble.
ibble, as we all know by now, is in trouble for
ro wing at Chicago outfielder Doug
enzo while he was motoring to first base.
Dascenzo had the nerve to lay down a
ect bunt with a game on the line, and
ibble did the best thing he could - the
liever fielded the ball, ran behind Dascenzo
d drilled him in the legs.
Now baseball fans have the audacity to say
"bble should be suspended for the season.
y? Just for trying to injure a player who
tsmarted him?
Personally, I feel he should be suspended

for the rest of the year. So what if the Reds
are in a pennant race. Dibble has shown his
other two suspensions didn't mean a thing
to him. If Dibble's problem is to be
corrected, he needs to be tossed out for the
year.
Getting back to the paper, the USA
Today ran excerpts from people's letters
who voiced their opinions about Dibble.
What really scared me was the comments
some of these people penned.
One Cincinnati resident said that had
Dibble thrown at Dascenzo's head, he
would approve of a longer suspension. He
could have really hurt the guy had he
wanted to, said this smart Reds fan. He
also added that the replay showed he was
just going for the legs.
Hey, I think free speech is great, but

when people say things like this I go crazy.
Are people supposed to just wait around until
Dibble, or someone else, severely injures a
ball playeror fan? It seems to me some people
feel this way, including the guy from
Cincinnati.
I would love to have someone explain this
guy's way of thinking because I cannot figure
out any logic to it what so ever. Another
person wrote that whether people like itornot
throwing at a batter is a defensive move.
I agree, BUT NOT WHILE HE IS
RUNNING TO FIRST!
Here's one of my favorites. This person
writes Dibble should not be suspended for the
season because he wasn't throwing at the
runner's back. I feel sorry for anyone who
thinks that, but people are entitled to their
own opinion and I can accept that.

But this person goes on to say the umpires
overreacted, and as long as players are
ejected, the same should happen to umpires if
they overreact
I have two questions about that theory
who will call the game once the men in blue
are ejected and who is going to eject the
umpires, the players?
Hey, that'll work. Quick, someone call
National League President Bill White and tell
him about this idea. I'm sure he'll go for it.
The problem with Dibble can be helped if
he sits the bench for the rest of the year. If he
does, it gives a stem warning to any player
who thinks about doing something as stupid
as Dibble did. It shows the players they-are
not as big as the game itself, and that is a
lesson Dibble needs to learn very soon.
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Greg LeMond "wills"
the Tour de France

I

Hero proves critics wrong with sheer determination
Greg Billing
Spo Editor
A the 1991 Tour de France w
lowly
winding down, it wa clear two-time
defending champion Greg LeMond was not
going to claim his fourth title overall.
He had lost the lead he held just one week
earlier and it was impossible for h irn to catch
the eventual winner from Spain, Miguel
Indurain.
But what LeMond accomplished in his
seventh-place finish in the Tour was nothing
short of a miracle. LeMond' s name
shouldn't have been in the standings, let
alone in the top ten.
LeMond won his first Tour de France in
1986, becoming the first American to do so.
At the age of 25, LeMond was riding high.
But on one day in April 1987, LeMond
faced the toughest battle of his life.
While turkey hunting with his uncle and
brother-in-law LeMond wa shot in the back
and side by about 6o No. 2-side pellets. His
right lung collapsed and pellets tore into his
liver and kidney. Two pellets found their
way to the lining of his heart.
On a cold day in April, Greg LeMond lay
in a field close to death. He would never race

again, th y id. And if h did, LeM nd
could never c mp te like he once did.
LcMond proved hi critic wr ng and
gave the world a hero to cheer on to victory.
He provided in piration to a country in
1989 with the greate t comeback in the
history of the Tour de France. LeMond
trailed overall leader Laurent Fignon, a two
time winner, by 50 seconds entering the final
day of racing. The distance to be covered
was 24.5 kilometers. At best, said his critics,
LeMond would be able to gain 24.5 seconds
on Fignon.
Again, he proved them wrong.
LeMond won the race, defeating Fignon
by four seconds to win his second Tour de
France in an exhilarating sprint to the finish.
LeMond recorded the fastest time of the day
and sped along the France countryside at a
record-setting speed of 34 miles per hour.
With 30 pellets still in LeMond after the
shooting accident, he accomplished a
miracle.

hi riding pro I m. and it ccam vid nt he
Wh n the. cru on . tarted b ·k in April,
would not nt nd ~ r the titl .
R d w ,r lo king t rward to trying to
"I did my b t but at th m ment I am at r
at W rid hampions. N win ugu t
a dead end," LeMond aid during the Tour. the R ds arc trying to get ba<; to .500.
"I have ad ad battery. It' hard. Phy ically
What happ ned to the Reds? To answer
I'm suffering and I don't have any ,thatqu tion,lookatwhattran pir dbcfore
:' th6$ea .on began~ ": :\<::
sensations in my body."
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challenges.
"I wanted to stop but I knew I couldn't do
that," he said. "I don't know what to think.
I'm taking one day at a time. I did think a lot
today that I wanted to stop but how can you
do that when you are with a team?"
With the sports world focusing on so
many negatives, it's refreshing to see J?;'.eod,foton ~d :Siq:J}t¢a01Jffplay thfrd'and
someone like LeMond strive to be his best :,ft:fst{reSpee:tiv~1yPt6ey/af o swung a trade
despite the pain. And you know LeMond 'io'gbt.Ot1 : ixon help oui in the outfietd.
will be back in the world's most famou
:: The Reds alSo had their chance . After
Perhaps we shouldn't be in awe of bicycling event next year.
\,lelimg D~foy:: J.~#.~~A_'g~t away, the
"Yes, next year I'll be back and it' not : tia~:fa :~o&tzjlltnce)K .ign free ag nL Zane
LeMond after watching his tragedies and
triumphs of the last few year . Even in this bee au e it went bad thi year," said LeMond .• ,$itl1ili.;:b~t h((ev~tl.taUy,re. igned with,the'
year's Tour LeMond had his problems. A
high white-blood cell count left him
fatigued. A fall and sore feet compounded

to

Reds

;~~~£::~~~~~~h~::::.~~: 11t,~i1\ltii~~i~~l:~J~i

Professional wrestling is for idiots
But don't interrupt while I'm watching it anyway
John Stekli
Staff
I have a co11fession to make. It is not
something that I am proud of but I can not
live with this secret any longer. I watch
~il•lill,,I professional wrestling. Not only do I
-~~nf""'-.~ watch professional wrestling, I kind of
enjoy it.
OK, before you think that I am an idiot
aiiiiiii-=:~· •w-..~liiildii-= let me explain that I know there are many
reasons why you should not watch pro
wrestling.
Pro wrestling glorifies violence. If you
watch pro wrestling you will see two or
more men beating the hell out of each
other using elbows, knees, tennis rackets,
chairs, and guitars.
You will also see people in the stands
yelling, spitting, and making obscene
Hawk, of the World Wrestling Federation
gestures. While to adults this violence
fame, delivers a blow to Mike Rotoundo
may just seem a little silly, think about all

during a past visit to Wright State

of the children that grow up watching
professional
wrestling, he is just a contender for
the
belt.
My personal favorite when it comes
to stupidity is when a wrestler gets hurt
and goes into convulsions. He is carried
off, reported to have extensive spinal
cord damage and will probably be
paralyzed for life,
and he makes a miraculous comeback
and is wrestling two weeks later.
(While we are on the subject of how
stupid pro wrestling is, I lived in Florida
for a year and knew several people who
would swear that pro wrestling is real.
Scary, isn't it?)
Finally, and in my mind the best

reason for not watching, pro wrestling
glorifies the use of steroids. A few
weeks back when the doctor on trial in .. 
Pennsylvania claimed to have sold
steroids to Hulk Hogan and
other wrestlers, I thought that it was
the biggest non-story that I had ever
heard of.
I
Does anybody really think that most <:
pro wrestlers do not use steroids?
~}
And what kind of example do they ~}
set for high school kids looking for a ~:\t
way to improve themselves athletically. ~:}
The short term dangers of using
steroids have been known for quite a
while, but the long term affects are just
now coming to light. Lyle Alzado
see "Pros" on page 14
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engals and Browns
chedules

n wer
~~fore

un: in
:ed io
;:: . ~ho

;{: ·last
tO. fill

i~y'

incinnati
I at D nver ................................ 4pm
, 8 llou ton .................................8pm
15 at I veland ............................ lpm
, 22 Wa hington ............................ lpm
29 Open Date
0 6 eattle .................................. 1pm
013 at Dallas ................................ lpm
021 at Buffalo (Mon.) .................... 9pm
027 at Houston ............................. lpm
3 Cleveland .............................. lpm
NlO Pittsburgh .............................. lpm
17 at Philadelphia ........................ lpm
24 L.A. Raiders .........................• lpm
D 1 N. Y. Giants .......................... 4pm
D 9 at Miami (Mon.) .................... ~pm
015 at Pittsburgh ........................... lpm
D22 New England ........................... 1pm

lev land
1 Dallas ....................................... lpm

LfieJd.

Afte-r

Reds

Do something good.
Feel something real.
fro now on inAmerica, a ydefinilion of asuccessful life musl include serving olhers.
ofi nd oul ow you can elp1 your communily, call I (800) 677-5515 .

;tling I
few

0

P?~~T~ ?: ~.IC:f;!T

Bring Sch ool ID
Call Ahea d 224-1973
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Thi lack of motivation to go
out and make me change ha
followed the Red throughout this
ason. With their pitching taff

"Pros"
continued from page 12
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Classifieds
AUTO/CAR
a.· 'of.
the

44
heir
run

wa l
ti~g

toa
20
23

I I• EMPLOYMENT I

ITTRUE - Jeeps for $44 through
U.S. government ? Call for the
!504-649-5745 Ext. S-5974

DA CIVIC 85 • Best deal, 5 speed
t,51000 mile , grey , Pioneer stereo,
',always garage kept, looks like
,runs like new, all tires new, new
, interior like new, c:sking $3600 .
1513) 427-1 416 and ask for Farah .
between 3pm to Spm .
DODGE CHARGER - 4 speed
transmission, AM/FM cassette
. Good running condition, $1000 ,
message 873-4301 .

,000/yrl READ BOOKS and TV
· ts. Fill out simple Mlike/don't like·
. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
, vacations. Guaranteed
k. FREE 24 Hour Recording
1-379-2925 Copyright# OH185EB.
HUT· 428 North Broad Street
n, now hiring drivers and waits,
and night shifts avaliable. Will
hours around class schedules .
OBIC INSTRUCTORS WANTED:

miety of classes including Aerobics,
aerobics, and swimmercise. All
y Health Spas need instructors
both evening and morning classes .
will train , certify you if neccessary .
tact Michele at 294- 1418 or 294
1leave your name and number.

MED STUDENTS

HOME/RENT

DANCERS Even if you have no
experience you can earn $100 .00 to
$300.00 per night or even more. If you
are attractive, over 18 and like to work
with people we have the perfect job for
you call today. PAZZAZ - 438-0744 .

BRICK HOME TO SHARE· FOREST
RIDGE, Openings first of June,
AMPLE PARKING, QUAD LEVEL, 2
1/2 BATHS, QUIET, 5 MILES TO
WSU . CALL JOAN 233-4672.

PART-TIME JOBS- flexible evening
hours cleaning commercial offices 
start $4 .30. Need transportation and
good references. Locations in Dayton
and Miami County 223-5367 or 667
3690.

FREE ROMM AND BOARD in
exchange for part time child care. Own
room and semi-private bath in large
house with pool. 2 girts ages 2 1/2 and
7. Non smoker. Must have own car.
Call Meridith or David Disend 767
1699.

SUNDAY SCHOOLTEACHER
needed for small Unitarian church on
Salem Ave. Requires about 2 hrs
preparation per week plus 1 hr
teaching on Sunday morning. Pay
negotiable call 252-9107.

AMY APARTMENTS VILLIAGE oF
RIVERSIDE ·Adjacent to Area B,
WPAFB, 4.8 Ml.
WSU., 1 Bdrm,
dlx, ww carpet, air, 600 sq. ft.; ample ,
lighted parking, quiet, secure area. #11

!0

& #23 RTA bus out front. $300 to 340/
mo. 253-4500,2n-1697.

I\Z] GENERAL I

1 bedroom apartment,:
~
furnished, utilities paid,
fjgf1J
close to hospitals, I-75
and bus routes.
Credits given on occupancy.
$295-310.00 net rent payment.

I

Call 513-274-1313
~-----------------------~
Skyway Plaza Fairborn I
I
•
•
•
I

I1 ~~i~

I
I

I\Z] GENERAL I :

Ahh, summer ... agreat time for
swimming, bicycling, teaching an adult
to read. Seize the moment!
Volunteers to tutor with the Student
Literacy Corps. 105 Physical
Education Building.,873-3826.

______1
I
DON'T MISS OUR SPECIAL
I
WELCOME WEEK EDITION OF THE
GUARDIAN.

EVER~HINGYO~LL

NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WRIGHT
STATE FROM FOOD, CLASSES TO
PARKING AND EVENTS WILL BE
COVERED. THE WELCOME WEEK
EDITION OF THE GUARDIAN WILL
HIT NEWSTANDS SEPTEMBER 5.

Summertir1"1e and the living Is
easy•.• No matter what the season is
life is nevere easy for someone who
can't read. Volunteers to tutor with
the Student Literacy Corps. 105
Physical Education Bu ilding .,873
3826.

Comics

~

I
,.-,,~L-

L~~ ~/-"~"

~·~~·~

0

879 9710

pen 7 days a Week

I
Business deliveries, Hamilton Hall I
&TheWoods-opentoclose I

50 ¢ off half sub or
$1.00 off whole sub!

:

$10.00 Minimum order• 1 coupon per visit or delivery
Not good with other offers or discounts• Expires Sept. 4, 1991

-------------------------

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Student Government

is novv accepting applications
for collltnittee representatives
and Budget Board positions.
\state
. o'5:'
~'''~
~

u/} .

'"f'

~~-

By Scott Scheblo
I

DoN 7 EVE.fl)

Pick up applications in the
SG office 033 University
Center or call 873-2098.
Prtcea good thru Juty 31, 1991

BRAND NEW XT TURBO
FUU.YIBMCOMPATlBLE

$299

FUU.WARRANTY

SYSTEM INCLUDES: 1OMhzXTTurboSystem with 640K RAM,
Floppy Disk Drive, 101 Enhanced Keyboard, Serial Port, Paral
lel Port. Only $549 with 20MB Hard Disk & Monitor.

FREE FASTART SOFIWARE
Wordprocessor. Database, Spreadsheet, Menu Sys
tem, Starter Diskettes, Full 1 Year Warranty!
Brand new 286 12MHz Minitower system with 20MB IDE
Hard Drive, lMB RAM, 1.44 or 1.2MB Floppy Drive, 101
Keyboard, Monitor, FASTART Software. $695!

INSTRUCTIONS: ThP US. Pesce Corps haA volunt.een! serving in more then 70 nations
around lhP world. Oy Anlvin11 this pn7.zle. you will learn obout one of these countries.
Solve the four numberecl puzzle words and then unllC1'8mhle the letteni in the t!qUBref!I to produce
the name nfthP country dnrkened on the map 11t the rii;rht.

1. A black rock-llke om wldety used for
fuel.

2. large desert, much of which Is In this
nation.
3. Political party which gave up
monopoly power In this nation
In 1990.

Nation

Monochrom. monltorw/card
VGA Monftor840x..SO

129
299

VGA Card

dllng. 213 CPS. 2 yr warranty.
119 2..00 Baud lntemat Modern
119 Load• of O.OOunt Software!

allgh~ larger tha~
/· .,)

3.5• Floppy Drive for xr
1.2MB Floppy Drive for XT

·~

In Huber Heights

AIHka, lying In •a•t•m
A•I• between China •nd
the USSR.

I I I I

f

I I I I

I

~, 4'J

1
I
I

Citizen 200GX Printer, ExoellentletterQuallly&PaperH~

79

189
88
LONI

(800) 882-8192

ComouterBargainCenters
WE TAKE TRADE·IN• OF IBM COMPATIBLFS

4984 Nebruka Ave. 2ml toUth of 1-70, )uat off of Brant Pike ~129

16
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Students win Co-op award
Cooperative education offers Wright
State Univer ity students the chance to put
theory into practice. Recently, four students
from Wright State capitalized on their
cooperative education experience and
received awards for their work.
Jennifer Cozart, Robert Copeland, Tracy
Bridenbaugh and Suzanne Noffsinger are
wsu senior who have benefited from the
:~gnt8;o~ryc®n~.~~~JJ~(}uijNersitfm*csevcry ffortpofmtet.Qmakehighcr iucaiion . ....~
reward of cooperative education by being
:~~ble t6parents· ~~Jin~ totomi:tete ~:ir<t:sree.~Toa isL ~ t_heefforL, w .righLs,ta e
l----
elected Outstanding Co-op students by
:studcnctwho flav~ ~ttjld~~n e~toU d 01 lVhm Umver~my are ubSJd1z d appro 1mately 25
their r pective college .
'Pei:tent of child
(!qSts. Tue . co ts are recovered through an all
Lion to
Cozart, a communication major, has
.,~tUde~Oludg~t . ;BQ~~t«fµir9µgflgcnctal fees paid by all . ~dent • Wrigh State Univcr ity
worked in the volunteer department of
Children's Medical Center, the
communications department of Miami
Valley Hospital and the workstation
Tracy Bridenbaugh Is one of
products division of NCR. During her co-op
four to receive Co-op awards
time at NCR, she received an Outstanding
Achievement A ward for her work on the
worldwide press announcements.
Copeland, and electrical engineering
major, was employed at General Electric,
Corp. He successfully completed five work
tenns in the test facilities engineering group.
When he graduates, he will pursue a career
in the aircraft manufacturing industry.
Bridenbaugh, a senior management
information systems major, is employed at
Mead Data Central. During his first three
Co-op ses ions, Bridenbaugh received experience. More than 350 WSU students j:j;$li{M)<)O\v0rth"'Of;)§ciep~: slipplie~(i<{th~.:·4~~tttct : fotJUding
farms~ plant$. growth .

eare

' 1

wsu

ant
n~u=m=e=ro-u~s=a=w=M=~~i=n=cl=u=d=in~g~ili~e-0-u=t=s~=n=d=i=ng~-p=M=t=~=~=a=te~in~th-e-C~o---op~~o~~hy~. ~f~·~;-~\~·· ~~-~- ~' ·
The Guardian is
located in 046 Universi7
Center on the campus o
Wri~ht State University.
We ave a circulation of
5,000 servin~e needs of
the over 17,
students,
faculty and staff at WSU.
. The new~aper is
lfbnted wee y on
ursdays during the
regular school year and
monthly during the
summer.

DEADLINES
•Deadlines for display and .
classified advertismg are 5
p.m. on the FridaysJrior to
publication. Ads an
questions or comments
concerning advertising
should be directed to the
advertising manager.
•Deadlines for news items
Me 12 p.m. on the Tuesdays
prior to publication. News
tips and news press releases
should be directed to the
news editor.
•Deadlines for features and
entertainment items are 12
p.m. on the Fridays prior to
publication. Press releases
and calendar information
should be directed to the
~1iht editor.
lines for srerts items
Me 12 p.m. on t e Tuesdays
prior to publication. Sports
tips and sports press releases
should be directed to the
sports editor.

PRESS
RELEASES
When preparing press
releases, please keep in mind
our publication date. We
recommend putting the most
important information at the
top, descending in order of
importance (also see
deadlines section above).

CALENDAR
When preparing press
infonnation for ·
consideration in our
calendar, S!ease keep in
mind the te of
publication and the time
period covered between
issues (also see deadlines
section above).

ADDRESS
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

TELEPHONE
Advertising
Business
· News
Spotlight
Sports
Photography
Production
Editor-In-Chief
General

873-2507
873-3738
873-3734
873-3736
873-2506
873-2505
873-2505
873-2506
873-2505

aturday, August 10
Moody Blues/Hall & Oates
Capital Music Center
7:30pm
Sunday, August 11
Tuck & Patti
Bogart's, 7:00 pm
Dayton Record Collectors' Convention
Hara Exhibition Center
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Tuesday, August 13
Greene County Arthritis and Parkinson
Support Group meeting
Senior Citizens Multipurpose Center
Fairbom, 12:30 pm.
Wednesday, August 14
Dayton Paralegal Association
Wine and Cheese Reception
Gem Plaza Reception Area
Lower Level, 5:30 pm
Thursday, August 15
Diana Ross
Capital Music Center
8:00pm
Oxford Music Festival
Phil Blank Blues Band
w/Bill Bartlett
Oxford. Oh. 7:30 pm

Phrank w/ Black Girls
Bogart's, 7:30 pm
Saturday, August 17
Greg Lemond Challenge
Talawanda Middle School
10:00 am
Festival of American Culture
Columbus Cultural Arts Center
12:00 to 5:00 pm
Sunday, August 18
Art on the Commons
Kettering Civic Commons
11:00 am to 6:00 pm
Monday, August 19
Gloria Estefan
& The Miami Sound Machine
Nutter Center
8:00pm
Thursday, August 22
Oxford Music Festival
Classic & Modern Top 40
Oxford. 7 :30 pm.
Friday, August 23
Ricky Skaggs' Pickin' Party
with Bill Monroe
Capital Music Center
7:30pm

aturday, Augu t 24
First Annual Comedy Jam
Capital Music Center
7:00pm
Sunday, August 25
Paul Simon
Capital Music Center
8:00 pm

Monday, August 26
AmeriaFlora '92
Ohio Statehouse Lawn
4:00pm

.. ··:·
·:::::{:}}~:~:'.::

Tuesday, August 27
Johnny Mathis/Dionne Warwic k
Capital Music Center
8:00 pm
Saturday, August 31
Sting
Capital Music Center
7:30pm
"Summer Hummers - Insects and
Their Songs of the Field"
Wegerzyn Horticultural Center
2:00 to 3:30 pm
Sunday, September 1
Michael Bolton/Oleta Adams
Capital Music Center
7:00pm
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